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“DOyou not reflectthatit will be possible for a person...

when he sees thebeautifulwith the mind ...

to give birth ... to realities?”

Plato
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Spatially Discriminating Optically

Streaked Spectrograph (SDOSS)

The Laser-Matter Interaction and Fusion
Physics Group (P-4) at Los Alamos National
Laboratory has recently designed and is imple-
menting a temporally and spectrally resolved
optical diagnostic to be permanently operated
on the NOVA laser target chamber. SDOSS is
designed to measure Stimulated Raman Scatter-
ing (SRS), which may be used to infer plasma
densities. The SRS spectrum is also of interest
to laser fusion because the instability decreases
drive efficiency. SDOSS can view discrete tar-
get regions 200 pm in diameter, resolve events
better than 300 ps, detect wavelengths between
300 nm and 1300 nm, and observe spectral
windows up to 900 nm wide. These attributes
set SDOSS apart from all other spectrally
streaked diagnostics at NOVA.

Initially, SDOSS will be used to infer
plasma densities from the SRS spectrum. Un-
der certain conditions in plasmas with sub-
quarter-critical densities, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the local electron
density and the scattered SRS wavelength. A
coarse measurement of the peak interaction
density can be made using an SRS diagnostic
with spatial discrimination. This type of diag-
nostic is useful in target configurations in
which conventional density diagnostics (prob-
ing, spectroscopy) may be difficult or impos-
sible to implement.
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CCD camera having 58 pixels/mm (H) and 75
pixels/mm (V). The CCD is interfaced to a
high-resolution image monitor and a 386 based
computer via a GPIB data link. Data acquisi-
tion is managed by a commercial Temporal
Analyzer software package that has a variety
of data analyzing functions. Image files are
saved in ASCII or binary and are archived on
44 Mb Bernoulli disks.

Wheras the overall sensitivity of SDOSS
depends upon how well light is coupled into
the fiberoptic taper, the spectral efficiencies of
SDOSS components are shown in Figure 2.
Important components are mirror coatings,
diffraction gratings, the fiber optic cable, and
the streak camera photocathode. Because most
fiber optic cables were designed for commun-
ion service, they typically have inadequate
transmissions at wavelengths below 850 nm.
However, by using a short 10-meter fiber, the
effective attenuation becomes negligible over
the wavelengths of interest. The gratings in-
stalled in the spectrometer are 100 g/mm with
600 nm blaze,300 g/mm with 500 nm blaze,
and 600 g/rim with 500 nm blaze. In most
cases the upper and lower limits on the wave-
length sensitivity are set by the diffraction
grating, but these limits are dependent upon
the selected grating. Excluding the grating,
the dominant limitation is the streak camera’s
photocathode with a spectral sensitivity be-
tween 300 nm and 1300 nm. We also have an
alternate streak camera with a S-20 photocath-
ode that has superior sensitivity in the UV
compared to the S-1. The temporal dispersion
of SDOSS is dominated by the dispersion in
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Fig. 2. Spectral efficiency

of SDOSS.
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the fiber optic cable, which at 850-nrn wave-
length and a cable length of 10 m is 300 ps, as
verified experimentally. Spectral resolution is
limited by the streak camera; for the various
gratings this becomes, 3.64 nm, 1.21 nm, and
0.61 nm for the 100 g/mm, and 600 g/mm,
respectively. ■
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A Simplified Model for Designing

Large KrF Amplifiers

Abstract

A simplified model for determining the
performance of large krypton fluoride laser ampli-
fiers is presented. The model includes a straight-
forward treatment of the controlling kinetics, an
exact solution for energy extraction, and an ap-
proximation to amplified spontaneous emission
losses; it can be easily programmed to run on per-
sonaI computers. The inclusion of the controlling
basic physics for KrF lasers makes the model ide-
ally suited for the many calculations that are neces-
sary to optimize the design of a specific amplifier.
The basic parameters determined in the model are
compared to experimental data wherever possible,
and the large amplifier performance predictions are
compared to the results from the most sophisti-
cated kinetics and a three-dimensional extraction
model that includes a full treatment of losses due to
amplified spontaneous emission.

Introduction

The design of large inertial confinement
fusion (ICF) and inertial fusion energy (II%) drivers
using KrF lasers requires estimates of the size and
performance of the power amplifiers to be used.
The power amplifiers are defined here as the last
two stages in the amplification chain and they
make up most of the cost for the amplification
chain. Future designs for ICF facilities contain
ultimate amplifiers that deliver as much as 500 kJ
from a single amplifier and penultimate amplifiers
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as large as 150-kJ output energy. For design pur-
poses, accurate and rapid estimates of performance
are desirable due to the iterative nature of the
driver design process. In view of this, simplified
codes that include all of the important physics are
highly desirable. To achieve accuracy simplified
codes must include the dominant physics of extrac-
tion and the most important aspects of gain genera-
tion and depletion. Such codes are normally short
enough to run rapidly on personal computers.
Estimates of the small signal gain (go), the non-
saturable absorption (cO,the saturation intensity I

I

(1,.t),and the formation efficiency are needed. In
addition, an estimate of the losses due to amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) and the losses due to
vignetting of extraction beams in angular multi-
plexed laser architectures is needed.

An alternate approach to the design of KrF
amplifiers is to develop and use complex computer
codes that are models of the full kinetics and three-
dimensional aspects of ASE. Such codes require
knowledge of the full set of over one hundred rate
constants and significant computer capability to
calculate ASE losses. At the present time, the re-
quired rate constants are not well known and there
is no consistent set of experimental data for go,a,
and IS~tthat would permit confident bench mark-
ing of these sophisticated codes.

In the material that follows, the elements that
make up a useful design code for electron-beam-
pumped KrF amplifiers will be explained.

Determination of Laser Parameters (go, O&Lat)

Consider a dual-pass amplifier that can be
represented schematically as shown in Fig. 1. The
extracting flux enters from the right, passes
through the laser media, and is turned back upon



Fig.1. Shown are the

elements of the dual-pass

amplifier model. The

model includes mirror and

window losses, as well as

losses due to absorption in

the unpumped end zones

and in the pumped media.
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itself to pass through the laser media a second time
before it_exitsthrough the window. The laser me-
dia is bounded on each end by unpumped zones
that are used to protect the mirror and window
from pumping electrons and from the atomic fluo-
rine in the pumped volume. Rice et all have
shown that the differential equations governing the
growth of the intensity of an extracting beam as a
function of the spatial coordinate is given by

*
dI+~ = If (g– a) ,
dx

where I is the intensity (w/cmZ),g is the loaded
gain

(1)

(2)

7

I
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and a is the nonsaturable absorption. In Eq. (2) the
symbol gOis used for the unloaded amplifier gain.
The saturation intensity is defined as

& . k.
m“ ‘ (3)

where his Planck’s constant, v is the lasing fre-
quency, o is the stimulated emission cross section,
and ~uis the upper state lifetime. Based on Eqs. (1)
and (2), it is clear that the parameters gO,et,and I~~t
are essential for determining the output of the
dual-pass amplifier, given that the input and char-
acteristics of the unpumped zones, window, and
mirror are known.

The approach of M. Shawz will be used to
arrive at an expression for the saturation intensity
as a function of the lasing mixture makeup, the rate
constants for the deactivation of the upper lasing
state, the radiative lifetime, and the pump rate.

The upper state Metime can be expressed as

(4)

where %ris the radiative lifetime and %cis the
change in tu due to collisional quenching. The
quenching reactions considered here are

ks
KrF*+ Ar-t-Ar -+ ArKrF*+ Ar ,

kv
fi~ + Kr+ Kr + Kr2F*-t-Kr ,

(5)

(6)

(n
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kg
fiF* + ~. + Kr+ F + e. ,

kg
fiF* + F2 + Kr+ F + F2 ,

(8)

(9)

and

klo
KrF* + Kr + Kr + Kr + F . (lo)

Based on the above equations for the colIi-
sional quenching, the saturation intensity can be
expressed as

{
hv ~+ k5[NA,. + k6[NAr]~Kr]+ ‘7 ~Kr~1~~(= : ‘tr

+ kg~e-]i- kg~F2]+ ko[k]} s
(11)

where the Ni/~are number densities for the species
identified. To arrive at a reasonable estimate over
the pump time of the amplifier, the FLconcentration
will be estimated at a point halfway through the
pump duration. Again following Shawz, the elec-
tron density at the pump duration midpoint is
estimatedby making the ionization rate equal to the
eIectron attachment rate to FL.

p _ kll [Ne-][NF2]‘
Vi (12)

where P is the pump rate (W/cms) and Vi is the
mixture ionization potential in eV. Using Eqs. (12)
in (11) and employing the ideal gas equation of state
for a temperature of 300 K, the expression for the
saturation intensity becomes
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Fig. 2. The figurepresenfs

(zcovqxzrison between Isat

i}zferredfrom experivzental

datn nnd l~atcrilculnted

using the rate coejjl”cierzts

recommendedin TableL
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1~.t(MW/cmz)= ~ + 3.15x 1024 (k5[Pti]2+ k6[PAr][P~]

+ k7[PK]2)+ 9.78x ~07kg[pF~

+ 9.78X107klo[Pfi]

0.59kgp
+ kllvi[pF.J“ (13)

InEq. (13)thepurnprateisin (MW/cm@),theionization
potentkdkexpmssedinelectmnvolts,and thepartial

~ amexpressedinton. Thexxl.iativelifetime willP
be takenas6.5m, andtheratecoeffiaentstobe usedm
listedinTableI. Forcomparisonpurpmes,theratemeffi-
cientsusedin theLosAlamoskinetb cod@andthose
mnrunendedby%a~ arealsolisted.Thejusti6cation
forusingthevalueslistedis thattheagmementof the
calculated Isat vaIues with vaIues inferred from
experiments is quite good, as can be seen in Fig. 2.

n

3

2.5

2
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i

I I I

CoefficientsfromTable1 usedin calculation

— Cl Riceetalo[1]

n

A

‘1 1.5 2 2,5 3

Isat Measured (MW/cm2)
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TableI

RateCoefficientsfor Equation(13)

M. Shaw 6.5 8x1O-32 7X1O-31 7X1O-31 2.2x1o-7 8x1O-10 NA 2.3x1O-9

LosAlamos 6.7 8x1O-3Z 6.5x1O-31 2.9x1-31 1.OX1O-7 O.45X1O-9 2X1O-12
(T-12)

2.5x1O-9

Recommended6.5 8x1O-3Z 6.4x1O-3I 2.5x1O-31 **
(Sullivan)

8x1O-10 2X10-12 2.3x1O-9

**k8 = [o.I (I . XK)2+ 2.7 #~] x 10-7,whereXKris thehyptonmolefraction.

Fig. 3. The electron

quenching rate in KrF

lasers is a function of the

knjpton concentration.

Shown is a nmthematical fit

to the data of Lee at ala
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Fig.4. The formation

efficiency m a function of

krypton concentration is

prese)zted in fhisfigure.

The dntnis thnt of Suda et

d.7 This fi”gureillustrates

why the original assump-

tion by Shaw that the

fornmtion efficiency is

nearly constant can be

significmdly in error for

high kypton fractions.
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The equation for the electron quenching rate
coefficient shown in Table I was generated using
values recommended by Lee et al.s based on best
fitting the data of Suda et al.T Figure 3 shows the
comparison between the equation for k8 and the
values recommended by Lee. A constant value for
ks of 2.2 x 10-7cms/s leads to good agreement
between calculated and inferred values of I,,t for
high krypton fractions but does not fit the low
krypton fraction data as well.

The small signal gain is related to the format-
ion efficiency, pump rate, and saturation intensity
through the relation

?’lfP
‘0 = Isat - (14)

0.28 I I
I

I I
I

I

~ 0.26— n
o
c
al,-
0#-*
z
s 0,24—
o,-
5
E
5
L 0.22

0.20 I I I I I I I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1

KryptonFraction
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Following Shawz, if one assumes ionization is the
sole route to excitation and that the chemistry is
100% efficient, the formation efficiency can be
approximated by

(15)

where Vi is the mixture ionization potential. The
formation efficiency in general depends on pump
power and krypton fraction, so that Eq. (15) repre-
sents an approximation. A more accurate approxi-
mation can be arrived at by employing the data of
Suda et al.T Figure 4 shows the experimental re-
sults and an approximate fit to the data,

~f = ~+ 0.014(1–X K)+ 0.064 X ~3 ,
(16)

that gives reasonable agreement.

For the data of Suda et al.7’a comparison
between the calculated gain using Eq. (14) and
measured gain for a range of krypton fractions and
pump rates is shown in Table II.

Table II

Comparison of Calculated Gain to Data of Suda et al.7

Pum Rate Experimental Calculated
Mixture M~/cm3

Fz/Kr/Ar
g. (%/cm) g. (%/cm)

0.4%/10%/89.6% 18.3 15.4
0.45%/20%/79.55% ;::4 18.5 15.5
0.50%/40%/59.5% 1.87 19.3 15.9
0.6%/99.4%/0% 2.3 20.6 18.7

Technical
Review
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The comparison shows that the calculation
underestimates the gain by a small amount. The
agreement is actually quite good, considering the
simplicity of the calculational approach.

The final parameter needed for the model
is the nonsaturable absorption. Thompson et
al.6 performed a survey of absorption data for
KrF mixtures that reveals significant scatter in
the data. Here we will follow the lead of M.
Shaw2 and divide the nonsaturable absorption
into two parts, a pump-rate-dependent compo-
nent and a component due to absorption in Fz.
The pump-dependent portion arises from spe-
cies such as Ar2+, Kr2F, Ar2*, F-, etc., and will
be approximated by

Cxp = & . (17)

The fluorine-dependent part can be calculated
using a value of 1.2 x 10-20 cmz for the absorp-
tion cross section of fluorine. The resulting
expression for the nonsaturable absorption is

(y, = %— + 4.505 X IOq PFz ,
12.5

where pFz is the partial pressure of F2 in

(18)

torr.
Equation (18) is compared to the results of
Klimek et al.g in Fig. 5 with the division be-
tween nonsaturable and saturable absorption
taken to be 69Y0and 31%, respectively. The
agreement gives confidence that Eq. (18) can be
used for estimates of the nonsaturable absorp-
tion. It should be noted that the data of Klimek
et al.g were for a krypton fraction of 4?Z0,a fluo-
rine pressure of 1.5 torr, and a total pressure of
1 atm.



Fig. 5. The comparison of
Eq.(18)tO the data of

Klimek at al.g shows that

the use of this equation to

calculate the nonsaturable

absorption should give

reasonable results over a

range ofpump rates from

50 to 500 kW/cmB.
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FluorineBurn-up

Toset thefluorinepressurefor a givencalcula-
tionwe relyon the resultsof Rice et al.,1whichshow
thatmaximumlaseroutputcan be maintainedup to
the pointwherethe laserpump timeis equalto the
fluorinedepletiontime. The time to consumea charge
of fluorinecan be estimatedby settingthe disap ear-

Fance of F2proportionalto the formationrate of -
whereC is a constantand k is Boltzmann’sconstant.

‘F2 . -Q
dt Vi ‘ (19)

or

dh2 =
dt

-c &p ,
i (20)
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The resultsof Klirneket al.ghave shown that the pr-
oportionalityconstantis approximately2, so thatthe
burn-uptimeinns is givenby

(21)

where PF2is the partial pressure of Fzin torr and P
is the pump rate expressed in MW/cms. For the
design of large amplifiers the pump time is limited
to 80$Z0of burn-up and Eq. (21) is evaluated at the
midpoint of the pump time to determine the re-
quired fluorine concentration.

Extraction Model

The extraction model adopted for the KrF
design code is taken directly from the work of Rice
et alp They showed that the differential equation
for the spatial variation of intensity could be inte-
grated exactly to give a transcendental equation in
terms of the product of the right-going and left-
going intensities in the amplifier. The boundary
conditions are modified to correspond to the geom-
etry for a dual-pass amplifier as shown in Fig. 1.
Reflection losses at the mirror and window and
absorption losses in the unpumped end zones and
internal to the window are included. The transcen-
dental equation for 5 = I+ I– = Const is solved by
the Newton-Rapson method. Here, 1+and I– are
the right and left propagating intensities in the
amplifier. The method converges on a solution
rapidly and is normally stable, provided the initial
guess for 6 is chosen as41~.

ASE Loss Estimation

To arrive at a reasonable estimate for ASE
loss, the author examined 32 different amplifier
calculation sets that were generated by W. Leland
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of Los Alamos using a three-dimensional ASE code
(see Reference 10, Chapter V, Section B). The calcu-
lation set was generated for a mixture of 50% I@
0.3% F2 with the balance Ar at a totaI density of
1 Amagat. The relations,

go = P/5 , (22)

Ctn~at= 0.65 (0.4+ P) , (23)

and

a~at = 0.35 (0.4+ P) , (24)

where go, (Y.nsatand ~sat are in cm-l when the
pump rate P is in MW/cms, were used to arrive at
values for the small signal gain and the nonsatu-
rable and saturable absorption. The side wall
reflectivity (Rs) was assumed equal for the four
sides of the laser cavity. The code used by Leland
accounts for absorption Ioss in the unpumped gas
in front of the end mirror and for the reflection Ioss
at the end mirror. The calculated output does not
include losses due to absorption in the dead space
next to the output window or for reflections and
absorption by the output window. All of the cases
considered assumed uniform pumping in rectangu-
lar amplifiers with a width (w) in the electron
propagation direction, a height (h), and a length (L)
in the Iasing direction. The results assume a 100Yo
fill factor for extraction and a ratio of the upper
state lifetime to the radiative lifetime of 0.366,

(+
I~at= ~ ‘v

which fixes the value of ~U~~r . The radiative
lifetime is an easily measured quantity,,whereas the
upper lifetime is difficult to measure. The cases
considered are summarized in Table III.

The ASE loss for each amplifier case listed
Table II was calculated for a full range of input
intensities from 0.05 I~atto ().6 I~atand for two

in
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Table III

Amplifier Sizes and Pump Rates Used in ASE Calculations

Pum Rate
Width (cm) Height (cm) dLength (cm) (M /cms)

98 196 350 0.1
96 286 350 0.1
98 196 233 0.15
96 288 233 0.15
99 197 175 . 0.2

100 288 175 0.2
100 200 140 0.25
93 292 140 0.25
96 193 450 0.1

104 294 450 0.1
95 204 300 0.15
90 270 300 0.15
95 189 225 0.2

295 225 0.2
1:: 203 180 0.25
103 296 180 0.25

Technical
Review

values of side-wall reflectivity (0.1 and 0.2). By
plotting the ASE loss as a function of the dimen-
sionless parameter

(25)

it was found that the results grouped closely when
Iin/I~atwas used as a parameter. In Eq. (25), G is
the amplifier stage gain in the absence of ASE
losses. Figures 6a through 6e show the calculated
ASE loss plotted for five values of 1~/ISat.

The results shown in Fig. 6 can be fit using
the mathematical expression



Fig. 6a-6d. Shown is

the grouping of the

calculated ASE loss

values for the amplijler

conditions listed in

Table HI as illustrated

for various values of

Iin/Isat.
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Fig.7.Shown is nglobnl

approximation to the

mnpliff”edspontaneous

enzission loss in large Krf

anzplifiers. The approxi-

mation will give answers

that czrenormally within

SO% ofLelnnd’slo three-

dimensional extraction.
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AS&~~ = & + c1(SU)O”75, (26)

where the parameters Co and Cl are functions of
Iin/I~atas explained in Fig. 7. The use of Eq. (26)
givesa rapidestimationof ASE loss for largeKrF
amplifierswithoutresortto numericalmodelsand is
ideallysuitedfor designcalculations.It is apparent
fromFig.7 thata reasonabledesigncriteriafor limiting
ASE loss is to assurethat

GRsWh<1 .
L2 (27)

This criteriawillnormallybe satisfiedfor rea-
sonablewall reflectivities(0.1to 0.2)when theinput
intensityis 0.2 ISa~or greater.
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PumpingParameters

Toprovidean estimateof the voltageand cur-
rentdensityneededto pump the laserfromboth sides,
we use a straightforwardapproachof settingthe
pump powerequalto the pump rate timesthe laser
volume,or

2 VJh L = Pwh L . (28)

Solving Eq. (28) for J gives

J – Pw
2V ‘ (29)

where J is in A/cmz when P is the pump rate in
MW/cms, w is the pumped width in cm, and V is
the voltage in MV. The voltage or electron energy
in eV required to pump a gas volume containing a
mixture of argon and krypton can be estimated
from data in Berger and Selzerll as

v= 0.0198 [(1 +&) p W]3/4 T (30)

where V is in MV when the gas mixture total pres-
sure p is in atm and the pumped width w is in cm.

Scaling Considerations

The goal of ICF is to achieve capsule ignition
and burn at high gain (G 2 100) and to ultimately
harness the energy release in a civilian power pro-
duction system. A single-pulse laser facility would
also have important applications for investigation
of nuclear weapons physics and vulnerability and
lethality studies. The proof of principle of ICF was
carried out in underground tests at the Nevada Test
Site by a joint team of scientists from Los Alamos
and Livermore National Laboratories. Although
these tests and those performed on the Nova laser
at Livermore have served to bound the problem,
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there is still a Iarge uncertainty in the driver
energy required to achieve high gain with an
ICF capsule. A recent study by DOE12 places
the driver energy between 10 and 20 MJ for
indirect drive and 6 and 12 MJ for direct drive.
More recent calculations using highly shaped
pulses and new target designs place the high
gain region for indirect drive in the range of 2
to 6 MJ and about 1 to 2 MJ for direct drive.
Regardless of the exact value of laser energy
required, it is cIear that current driver capabili-
ties are a factor of 30 to 170 too Iow in energy.
To approach MJ cIass drivers, one can either
gang together a large number of small-to-mod-
erate size amplifiers (20 to 100 kJ) or try to
effect a solution with a small number of large
amplifiers (250 to 500 kJ). At the present time
no definitive comparison studies between these
two approaches for electron-gun-pumped KrF
lasers have been carried out.

For purposes of illustrating the interplay
between the design parameters generated using
a computer codebased on the relationsforwardedon
the previous pages, we choose the point of
view of using Iarge KrF amplifiers. The rela-
tions governing the scaIing to amplifiers as
Iarge as 500 kJ in output were forwarded by
Ueda and Takuma.ls

Performance Predictions for a Large KrF Amplifier

The amplifier for which we will calculate
the performance and sensitivity to certain pa-
rameter variations has the characteristics and
dimensions shown in Table IV.
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Table IV

Large Amplifier Characteristics

Parameter Value

Pumped length (m)
Width (m)
Height (m)
Unpumped zones each end (m)
Pump time (ns)
Mirror reflectivity
Window reflectivity per surface
Window internal transmission
Operating pressure (atrn)

5.0
1.6
4.8
0.2
1080
0.98
0.015
0.98
1.0
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Our objective will be to choose a pump rate,
krypton fraction, input intensity, and side-wall
reflectivity that will permit the amplifier to deliver
410 kJ with reasonable ASE loss and high intrinsic
efficiency. The 410-kJ output must be achieved
including the losses due to angular multiplexing of
the extraction beams, losses due to amplification of
reflected light from the output window, and losses
due to baffling in front of the Hibachi foils that
prevents build-up of parasitic oscillations. These
added Iosses are estimated to be about 17$%.Fig-
ure 8 shows the sensitivity of the amplifier perfor-
mance to the amount of krypton in the Iaser mix at
a pump rate of 190 kW/cms and input intensity of
0.2 I~at.From Fig. 8 it is clear that the intrinsic
efficiency is a weak function of krypton fraction
and that the required energy from the amplifier is
achieved for a krypton fraction of about 0.8.
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Fig. 8. Large KrFampli-

fier performance as a

function of krypton frac-

tion for nfixed pump rate

and input intensity.
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Figure 9 shows the variation of the amplifier
performance with pump rate at a fixed krypton
fraction of 0.8 and input intensity of 0.2 I~at.Note
that the intrinsic efficiency decreases as a function
of pump rate and output of the amplifier is a strong
function of pump rate. It is clear that one cannot
si.rnultaneouslyachieve intrinsic efficiencies near
10% and high energy output. As one increases the
pump rate with the fixed conditions of TabIe IV of
constant pump time and constant volume, the
fluorine fraction must increase to permit achieving
a fixed burn-up fraction of 80Y0. Thus, the absorp-
tion in the amplifier increases as the pump rate is
increased, and consequently the intrinsic efficiency



Fig. 9. Large KrFamplifier
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decreases because the extraction efficiency de-
creases. One can conclude that the achievement of
high intrinsic efficiency implies the use of low
pump rates for large amplifiers with a subsequent
energy penalty for a fixed pump time or the use of
a longer extraction time to achieve more energy
from the amplifier. The use of shorter pump times
with high pump rates will also result in improved
intrinsic efficiency for KrF amplifiers. To satisfy
our desired energy output, a pump rate of 190 kW/
cms is adequatefor use of the amplifier in a single-
pulse test facility where overall efficiency is not of
paramount concern.
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Fig. 10. Large KrF nmplifie~

performance as (zfunction of

wailreflectivity for a ff”xed

pump rate, fixed pump time,

and 1 aim total pressure.
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Figure 10 shows a plot of performance of
the large amplifier as a function of side-wall
reflectivity for a pump rate of 190 kW/cms and
a krypton fraction of 0.8. The effect of reducing
the side-wall reflectivity is to reduce the losses
due to ASE. Figure 10 shows that our desired
performance of 410 kJ can be achieved at a side-
wall reflectivity of 20?Z0,but that significantly
higher energy output could be achieved if the
wall reflectivity could be reduced to 5??0.



Fig. 11. Shown is a com-

parison between the predic-

tions of the simplified KrF

model presented in this

paper and the calculations

from the Los Alamos kinet-

ics code coupled with

Leland’slo ASE code.
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As a final comment on the performance of
large KrF amplifiers, we show the performance
for our selected amplifier as a function of input
intensity for a fixed pump rate of 190 kW/cma,
a krypton fraction of 0.8, and a side-wall
reflectivity of 20Y0in Fig. 11. For comparison
purposes, we show the calculated performance
of the amplifier using the Los Alamos full ki-
netics codes and LeIand’s10 3-D extraction code
that fully accounts for ASE losses. The agree-
ment between the simplified design code and
the more sophisticated codes is quite remark-
able when one considers the degree of simplifi-
cation that has been invoked.
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Summary

The basis for a simplified KrF amplifier
code that includes the controlling physics has
been presented and shown to agree well with
more sophisticated models. The code is par-
ticularly suited to design studies for single-
pulse KrF fusion drivers where optimization of
the amplifier chain requires numerous calcula-
tions of amplifier performance. The code is
also applicable to the design of pulsed KrF
amplifiers suitable for inertial fusion energy
applications. ■
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An Interparticle Collision Model for

Electromagnetic Hybrid Simulations

of High Density Plasmas

Particle-in-cell methods have long been used
to model collisionless plasma phenomena. At the
other extreme, fluid methods have been used to
model highly collisional plasmas. Hybrid models
in which ions are treated by the particle-in-cell
method and electrons are treated as a massless
fluid allow one to ignore phenomena on the elec-
tron plasma frequency time scale and thus have
proven to be useful for modeling certain aspects
high-density plasmas. Until now particle collisions
in PIC or hybrid models have been limited to scat-
tering of the particles off a fixed background.

The key ingredient in developing plasma
simulation methods that allow one to study the
transitional region between coIlisional plasmas has
been the development of an adequate interparticle
collision model that takes into account the self-
consistent reaction of the colliding species. We
have developed and incorporated one type of
interparticle colIision model into the hybrid version
of our particle-in-cell code 1S1S.1The method is
highly efficient and ensures local conservation of
momentum and energy.

Monte Carlo Scattering Force

The main probIem with a self-consistent
scattering model in particle-in-cell code is the ques-
tion of how to conserve momentum and energy
locally. In the case of scattering from a fixed back-
ground, the reaction of the background is not

—
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needed, so the usual random-number-based Monte
Carlo scattering may be used. However, if we need
the self-consistent scattering of two or more spe-
cies, random scattering treating the scattering
species as a fixed background will not conserve
momentum and energy unless very large numbers
of particles are used.

Another approach that has been suggested is
to sort the particles and perform scattering in pairs
to conserve momentum and energy. The sorting
process can be time consuming and a prescription
for which particIes to pair together is not obvious.
MoIecuIar dynamics modeling uses this approach
to describe the interactions. In general, particles
are seldom exactly in the same location at a given
time step, so a decision of when to scatter is not
clear. Lattice gas algorithms solve this problem by
requiring all the particlesmove at the same velociiy.

The approach to collision modeling pre-
sented here is a natural extension of the particle-in-
cell method. It involves defining a mesh quantity
for the coIIision operator that can be viewed as a
“coIlision fieId.” This field will mediate the colli-
sion force and we will require that this force give
local conservation of momentum and energy. De-
fine Fap as the force on a particle in species a due
to collisions with the particles of species ~. Mo-
mentum conservation requires

~a~)= - ~M) , o)

where the brackets denote distribution function
averages. For example, the density, qa and veloc-
ity, -a> moments are given by
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We will also require that our collision force con-
serve energy locally:

(Va .FaP) =- (vp‘‘j3cx) >
(3)

Equations (1) and (3) represent conserva-
tion laws only in an average sense. If we per-
form the integral in Eq. (2) by weighted sums
over the particles, these restrictions ensure that
the first three moments of the distribution func-
tion (density, velocity, and temperature) are
conserved. Note that we are not requiring
microscopic (every particle) conservation laws.
We will furthermore assume that the force is a
function only of the first 3 moments and the
particle velocity; i.e.,

There are many possible choices of Fu~that
satisfy Eqs. (1) and (3). We have considered the
following simple form of the collision force

[1v~ - (v~)F&P= vlnP((vD)- (vet))+‘zn~ ‘T@
(%W42

‘v3np((vp)-@J)x R + V4np((vp)- v+ , (5)

where the temperature difference

(( )
ATPU=mPvi - (V#)- rna((va- (va~) The param-.
eters VI, v2, v3, and VA, may depend only on the
local moments. The vector R is generated from
random numbers. We have not developed a
first principles argument for this form of the
force; rather, it was chosen from somewhat
heuristic arguments. The first term provides a
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drag due to the relative motion of the two spe-
cies and corresponds to the Krook model used
for fluid equations. The second term provides
for temperature equilibration between the two
species. The third term represents a scattering
operator that on the average does not change
the local momentum or energy. The last term is
similar to the first and is added to ensure con-
servation of energy.

It is straight forward to show the moment-
um conservation as defined by Eq. (1) is satis-
fied by the force in Eq. (5) for an arbitrary
choice of the parameters. The energy conserva-
tion equation, Eq. (3), places a constraint on the
parameters which we write as

-Vl((vp)-(w$’l). -V4 -

(%)+(V;)-W4”(VP) (6)

The other
unconstrained.

parameters, VI, v2, and v3, are
The first parameter is reIated to

the rate at which momen~um is exchanged, the
second parameter is reIated to the rate at which
the temperatures equilibrate and the Iast pa-
rameter is related to the rate of angular scatter-
ing. The scattering term is complicated by the
fact that this term can also lead to momentum
and energy exchange if the mean free path of
the particles are large enough. A prescription
for how to choose these parameters to model a
given physical situation is still under investiga-
tion. In general the model, however, exhibits
the correct behavior for the processes of mo-
mentum and energy exchange and scattering.
It contains enough free parameters that most
physical situations can be modeled.
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It should be noted that there is nothing in
the formalism that prevents the collision force
from being applied to electron-ion collisions
and/or self-collisions. In the hybrid model, the
electrons are treated as a massless fluid. There-
fore, the force on the electrons is the grid ave-
raged force. Furthermore, the scattering term
time averages to zero. In this limit only the
first and last terms in Eq. (5) survive and the
force on the electron fluid is

Fe}= Z ‘@ = Z (Vl‘v@@p((vp)-h’4) ~
D P (7)

which is of the same form as the usual Krook term.

Collisions for like particles within a spe-
cies in this formalism do not exchange momen-
tum and energy directly. For ~ = a, the only
term that survives is the third term in Eq. (5),
or the scattering term

Faa = vya ((vU)- (va))x R .

The effect of this term is to provide a
rotation of the distribution. This does not
mean, however, that momentum and energy
cannot be exchanged within a species. The
exchange occurs through spatial mixing caused
by the rotation.

Numerical Implementation

For computational convenience it is desir-
able to regroup the terms in Eq. (5) as folIows

(8)

(1) + F(2)va + “ax ~
Fap = Fap ap 7 (9)
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Where

[

ATpaF~~= (VI+ V4)np(vp)- ‘1 + ‘2(V3 - (va~

b
p(va) (lo)

- vsnP(vP)XR ,

(11)

(12)

In this form we can see that the first term is
equivalent to an electric field and the last term
is equivalent to a magnetic fieId. Thus, we can
use the usual Boris particle pusher. We treat
the term proportional to Va as an additional
electric field term after the first half and before
last half of the electric field update. These
forces are in fact added as a separate gather
operation on the particles. The velocity update
takes place with both real fields and collision
fields simultaneously.

Tests of the Method

As an example of the test of the collision
mode, Fig. 1 shows the distribution function of
two species interacting via our model. The
particles are initialized as overlapping sphere
in 2-D cylindrical (r-z) coordinates. The param-
eters are chosen so that equilibration occurs
before much separation. ■
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BETA-LAYERING OF SOLID

DEUTERIUM-TRITIUM IN A

POLYCARBONATE SPHERE

Abstract

We have examined several of the variables that
affect the beta-layering process in which
nonuniform layers of solid deuterium-tritium
(DT) are driven toward uniformity by beta-
decay induced sublimation. For these experi-
ments, a 9 mm diameter polycarbonate spheri-
cal was partially filled with a 50-50 mix of DT
liquid, frozen, and then held at 17 K. We mea-
sured the equilibration time constant z as func-
tions of solid layer thickness, 4He exchange gas
pressure, and age. Solid layer thicknesses
ranged from 200 pm to 650 pm, exchange gas
pressures from Oto 600 torr, and age from Oto
104 days. Results show a significant final solid
layer anisotropy with exchange gas pressures
above 5 torr, and ~ values that increased with
age by 0.01 rein/day for 200-Pm-thick layers,
and by 0.5 rein/day for 650-pm-thick layers.
The time constant is shown to be a weak func-
tion of exchange gas pressure.

Introduction

The development of high-gain targets for
inertial confinement fusion requires that the DT
fuel layers exhibit a highly uniform profile. It
has been demonstrated elsewherel,z,s that a
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nonuniform layer of solid DT can be driven
toward uniformity by the process of radioac-
tively induced sublimation (beta-layering). The
tritium beta-decay produces temperature gradi-
ents across the solid fuel layers that drive the
sublimation of solid DT from thicker to thinner
layers, forcing the layers toward uniformity. In
previous work, the beta-layering process was
studied in cylindrical geometry for both solid
tritiuml and solid DT layerssA inside a high-
thermal conductivity copper cell. The cell wall
interior boundary was therefore nearly perfectly
isothermal, resulting in very low values of the
final solid layer anisotropy 8-. In contrast, the
present experiments utilize a low thermal con-
ductivity spherical cell, to simulate the low-Z
plastic material and the actual geometry of
prototype ICF reactor targets. If the thermal
gradients in the QHeexchange gas are not
spherically symmetric, then observable values
of 6- could arise, with detrimental conse-
quences to the ultimate target yield.

Aging simply impIies the buildup of stag-
nant gHe gas in the central vapor space, creating
increasing resistance to DT vapor transport and
thus causing the equilibration time constant ~ to
increase with time.A Using theoretical model-
ling, Giedts has shown that when sHe is
present, then z is also a function of both the cell
wall thermal conductivity kw and the heat
transfer coefficient of the 4He exchange gas h,
which is pressure dependant.

Experimental Set-Up and Procedures

A detailed description of the experimental
apparatus is given elsewherel,s, and will not be
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repeated here. The major components are as
follows: the DT gas handling system, including
a palladium bed for storage and cleaning of the
DT between experiments; a closed-cycle helium
refrigerator-cooled cryostat; a multilayer con-
tainment system, providing tritium containment
and a cryogenic environment for the DT target
ceil; a polycarbonate (PC) target ceil with a
stainless steeI fill tube; and an imaging system
incIuding an incandescent backlighter, relaying
optics, a CCD camera and a video frame grab-
ber and image processing software. Data reduc-
tion and analysis were done using a 386 com-
puter and several high-level software packages.

The PC cell is enclosed by a secondary
containment cylinder which is filled with 4He
exchange gas at the desired pressure. Experi-
ments were begun by filling the cell to the re-
quired IeveI with DT liquid at 20 K, then
quickIy lowering the ceII temperature to 17 K,
about 2.8 K beIow the triple point. Figure 1
shows the sphere just after the initial freeze.
Part of the DT liquid remains in the stainless
steel fill tube and also freezes, providing a solid
plug that prevents any further transport of DT
in to or out of the cell. We developed a system
to correlate initial liquid level to final uniform
solid layer thickness d, based on the volume of
the liquid relative to the volume of the celI.
Between most experimental runs, the solid DT
was liquified by shining an incandescent buIb
into an orthogonal viewing port. This simple
method maintained a constant fuel level and
hence constant d from run to run because the
solid plug in the DT fill tube remained frozen.
Equilibration time constant, z, and anisotropy,
~(t), were obtained by the following techniques.



Fig. 1. Apkotograph of
the clear spherical target
cell filled -20 % full with
solid DT, This photo
shows the ceZZjust after
the initial freeze, when
the solid layer anisotropy
is at its rnaxirrwn. The
solid is seen as an irregu-
lar clear (white) layer
distributed along the
bottom half of the interior
of the cell. The stainless
steel JWing tube is near
the bottom of the cell. A
similar tube on the other
side serves only to help in
mounting the cell.
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An image of a solid layer section was captured
after focusing the optics at the vertical plane
passing through the center of the PC shell (see
Fig. 1). With the aid of an edge-tracing software
routine, -600 points were determined around
the circumference at the inner wall of the PC
shell (the shell wall - DT solid interface). The
precise center of the PC shell was determined
using a circle-fitting routine. The average value
of the internal radius of the shell, Ri, then could
be determined. Another series of points were
defined along the inside of the solid layer (the
DT solid-vapor interface). Thus, the radial
distance between the center of the shell and the
inner edge of the DT solid, as well as the thick-
ness d(q) of the solid layer itself (by subtracting
these values from Ri), was defined at 600 points
along the 2Z section. For a uniform solid layer,
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Fig. 2. This photo shows
the near-perfect uniform
solid DT layer that re-
sults from betm-layering.
The solid shows itself here
as the inner clear (white)
band. The central clear
circular area is an out-of-
foc24s image of the opal
dijfuser mounted behind
the target in the second-
m-y containment cylinder.
The same diffuser shows
up as the outermost clear
band, now unaffected by
the spherical optics of the
target shell, but still out
Offocus.

I
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6 = O,which means that d(q), as measured from
the center of the sphere, is constant for OS q s
2x. For a nonuniform layer, i5(t) can be deter-
mined by taking the average value of d(q), then
determining its standard deviation, or by doing
a Fourier transform of d(q) as a function of (p.
Images of the layering process were captured at
regular time intervals during the equilibration
runs. Figure 2 shows the PC sphere with the DT
solid layer following equilibration. The values
of ~ and & for each equilibration run were de-
termined by taking the measured d(t) value for
each time t and fitting the data to the general
equation:

o) qt) - &m=&j @/T (1)



Fig. 3. Final solid layer
anisoiropy, 8-, expressed
as a percentage of the
total average thickness d,
as a function of the dHe
exchange gas pressure.
For these experiments, d
was about 500 pm. The
residual anisotropy at low
pressure could be the
result of heat-sinking
effects of the cell fi”lland
support tubes, aberrations
in the optical system, or
the linzitingresolution of
the imaging system.
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where:
b(t) = instantaneous solid
b~ = initial anisotrOpy

41

ayer anisotropy

t- = time from initial freeze

Experiments and Results

1. Anisotropy vs exchange gas pressure

In our first set of experiments, we mea-
sured & while varying the exchange gas pres-
sure from 0.2 torr to 164 torr. The cell was filled
with enough DT to yield a solid layer thickness
of about 500 ym, and the cell temperature was
maintained at 17.6 K. The data for these experi-
ments is shown in Fig. 3. This graph shows
large asymmetries at the higher exchange gas
pressures, assumed to be the result of thermal
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convection in the 4He exchange gas. As the
pressure was reduced to 5 torr, the final asym-
metry diminished to about 6?10,where it lev-
eled off. This residual asymmetry is probably
due to the effects of the metal fill tube and
support tube attached to the poles of the PC
sphere. It could also be due to aberrations in the
optical system or the limiting resolution of our
CCD imaging system (640x 480 pixel array).

2. Aging effect on the equilibration time con-
stant

In the next series of experiments, shown
in Fig. 4, we measured the effect of DT age on ~
for two separate solid layer thicknesses. The
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curve for the 200-pm-thick layer appeared rela-
tively flat for the first 30 days, so we did not
extend these experiments. The curve for the 650
pm layer began to show an observable rate of
increase after 30 days so we elected to continue
this experiment to 104 days in order to quantify
the nature and size of the variation. The results
of the latter experiment show a nearly linear
increase in t of about 0.5-0.6 min per day. This
is much lower than the 12 rein/day measured
previously for the high-conductivity cylindrical
copper cell. This is due to the differences in
thermal shunting between high- and low-con-
ductivity cell walls. When sHe is present in the
vapor space, DT mass transport occurs by diffu-
sing and a temperature gradient proportional
to the concentration of sHe is established. This
is accompanied by a DT partial pressure gradi-
ent across the vapor space which is larger than
would exist if no sHe were present. In effect,
the system responds to the impedance of sHe by
building up larger temperature and pressure
gradients, and the overall rate is only slightly
affected. However, in high-conductivity cells
like the copper cylinder, the temperature gradi-
ent in the vapor space is partially shunted at the
wall, reducing the equilibration rate drastically.s
Additionally, the sHe buildup rate in the vapor
space was somewhat larger for the copper cylin-
der than for the spherical target because of the
larger fraction of DT solid-to-cell volume in the
cylinder experiments.l~s~A This effect is also
responsible for the difference between the two
sets of data in Fig. 4.
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3. Time constant vs exchange gas pressure

A one-dimensional analysis of the beta-
layering process in spherical geometries was
performed by Giedt.s He examined the effects
of varying the DT cell wall thermal conductivity
and the AHeexchange gas pressure on the
equilibration time constant. We performed a set
of experiments to measure the latter effect.
These experiments were done by removing the
sHe from the DT between each run and refilling
the Lexan sphere, producing “fresh” samples
for each run. The exchange gas pressure was
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set to the desired value before each fill and
equilibration run. The AHepressures available
to us limited the maximum h value to about 4.5.
The results are shown in Fig. 5., along with the
theoretical prediction made by Giedt. This
graph is a rearrangement of Fig. 8. of Ref. 5
with AHeexchange gas pressure converted to h.
It shows the effects of h on ~ for several values
of wall thermal conductivity. Our data are for a
PC sphere with a 650-pm solid layer and were
taken at zero sample age. The Giedt curves are
for slightly thinner solid layers (500 pm) and
were generated for a sample age of ten days.
Our data do fall within the range expected for
the wall conductivity and sample age used and
track the slope of the Giedt’s predictions nicely.
However, Giedt did not consider the case of
zero age, at which the curves in Fig. 5 might all
collapse to the ideal minimum rate constant of
26.6 minutesl. Thus our data show only that ~
is a relatively weak function of the AHeex-
change gas pressure when no 3He is present.

Conclusions

There are striking differences in the de-
tails of beta-layering occurring within low-
conductivity polycarbonate walls, as opposed to
high-conductivity copper walls as observed
previously.13,A The most noticeable effect is the
large amount of final anisotropy. This effect
decreases as the pressure in the AHeexchange
gas is lowered, reaching a minimum below -5
torr, which suggests that it is due to thermal
convection. Maintaining adequate cooling with
purely conductive heat transport, which occurs
at pressures below -2 torr, should not present a
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problem for the target sizes of interest to ICF
applications. However, whether the final
anisotropy can be reduced to meet the stringent
conditions required for laser-driven implosions
is still an open question.

The effect of DT age (3He content) on the
equilibration rate in a polycarbonate shell is
almost nonexistent, in contrast to the strong
effect observed in copper. For practical ICF
targets, the effect will not be significant unless
the DT is very old.

Finally, the fact that these observations are
in excellent agreement with computer modelling
predictions by Giedts and othersz-Gshows that
our theoretical understanding of the beta-layer-
ing phenomenon is adequate. 9
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